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Key takeaway’s 

 The 1-year forward (CY’16) ASX200 PER is currently 
15.4x. 
 

 Financials have materially de-rated and now well 
represented in the lowest rated stocks across the 200. 
 

 Stocks with the most upside based on analysts targets are 
well represented in recent “de-raters” and “low-raters”. 
 

 Resource stocks in general require solid commodity price 
recovery to offset current high ratings. 

 

The highest & lowest rated PER stocks in the ASX200:  

 The highest rated stocks in the top-50 are all resources 
(STO, OSH, S32, NCM and BHP) where earnings 
estimates have fallen faster than the share price. 

 In the 50-200 apart from the usual suspects we have seen 
index inclusion ACX (Aconex) become the highest rated 
stock in the market (390%), ahead of DMP (187%).  

 

 Media dominates the low rated stocks (NEC, SWM, and 
APN) with Financials well represented (ANZ, NAB, MQG, 
CCP, FXL and BEN). 

 
Stocks with the most upside based on analyst price targets 
Many of the “lowest rated” stocks dovetail into stocks with the 
most upside (which is not always the case). These stocks include 
MQG, QAN, LLC, SHV, APN, SPO and NEC.  
 
The list has changed almost completely since our last update. 
 

Stocks with the most downside based on analyst targets 
There is a real mixed bag of stocks with expected downside with 
Resources, Property & building materials having multiple entries. 
 
New to the list include WOR, NCM, ILU, FMG and NST.  
 

Recent PER relative “re-raters” to the ASX200 
Stocks that have “re-rated” higher (relative to 12-month historical 
trading multiples against the ASX200) are mostly resource stocks 
for the same reasons as the “highest raters”. 
 
Stocks that have “de-rated” lower (relative to historical 12-month 
trading multiples) include Financials (MQG, CBA, OFX and BEN) 
and some recent “high raters” (BAL, SRX and DMP). 
 
Anomalous price targets vs. price movements 
Over the last 3-months the most anomalous moves have centered 
around share price target reductions resulting in relative out 
performance against the ASX200. 
 
MSB, BPT, S32, SWM, SGM, RFG, DLS, GWA, and IGO have all 
seen a >25% differential between the price target reduction and 
share price performance. 
 
 

  

Stock Premium Stock Discount

Top-50 Top-50

STO 205% QAN -63%

OSH 202% ANZ -41%

BHP 160% NAB -33%

S32 115% LLC -33%

SEK 71% MQG -32%

50-200 50-200

ACX 390% BRS -58%

DMP 187% NEC -52%

TNE 119% SWM -49%

COH 85% FXL -47%

CTD 80% APN -45%

REA 74% SGH -45%

BGA 72% MTS -40%

SGM 70% NST -38%

VED 67% CCP -38%

SRX 63% WOR -37%

REG 62% SHV -37%

IGO 60% BEN -37%

Stock Upside Stock Downside

Top-50 Top-50

MQG 32% NCM -19%

IPL 30% JHX -7%

QAN 21% MPL -7%

LLC 17% SEK -5%

WBC 17% TCL -3%

50-200 50-200

SYR 56% WOR -23%

BAL 53% FMG -20%

SHV 46% ILU -19%

CVO 43% BWP -17%

APN 41% NST -17%

ASB 38% SGM -11%

SPO 35% CQR -10%

NEC 34% BLD -9%

IPH 34% PRY -8%

NWS 32% MND -7%

AAC 29% NVT -7%

HGG 27% SCP -7%
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Highest & lowest rated stocks RE: ASX200 
  

Based on CY’16 
consensus data 

ASX200 at 15.4x PER 

Based on CY’16 consensus data (from FactSet) we have compiled a list of the highest & 
lowest “rated” stocks in PER terms relative to the ASX200 across key indices. 
 
The FactSet data implies an CY’16 ASX200 PER of 15.4x. Key observations include:   

Most premium stocks are 
resource related 

 

ACX now highest rated 
stock (+390%) 

 Most of the premium stocks at present are resource related, with share prices not 
falling as far as near-term earnings reductions driven by lower commodity prices. 
This is particularly the case with the top-50 (STO, OSH, BHP and S32). 

 Due to index inclusion ACX (Aconex) is now the highest rated stock in the market 
(+390%), with TNE (Technology One) the other highly rated software stock 
(+119%). 

Premiums slightly 
contracted 

 Most of the usual suspects continue to appear in the highest rated stocks (DMP, 
COH, CTD, REA and SRX) but the premiums have contracted slightly from last 
issue (note that recent “de-raters” include DMP and SRX). 

Media & Financials 
dominate “discounted” 
stocks 

 Media (NEC, SWM and APN) and Financials (ANZ. MQG, FXL, CCP and BEN) 
dominate the “discounted” stocks. 

Media has been a regular “low-rater” over the last few quarters but financials are a 
recent addition.  

  

 Highest & Lowest rated stocks relative to the ASX200 – FY’15 EPS 

 

 

 

Stock Premium Stock Discount 
Top-50  Top-50  
STO (Santos) 205% QAN (Qantas) -63% 
OSH (Oil Search) 202% ANZ (ANZ Bank) -41% 
BHP (BHP Billiton) 160% NAB (National Bank) -33% 
S32 (South 32) 115% LLC (Lend Lease) -33% 
SEK (Seek) 71% MQG (Macquarie) -32% 
50-200  50-200  
ACX (Aconex) 390% BRS (Broadspectrum) -58% 
DMP (Domino’s) 187% NEC (Nine Entertain) -52% 
TNE (Technology) 119% SWM (Seven West) -49% 
COH (Cochlear) 85% FXL (Flexigroup) -47% 
CTD (Corporate Travel) 80% APN (APN Media) -45% 
REA (REA Group) 74% SGH (Slater & Gordon) -45% 
BGA (Bega) 72% MTS (Metcash) -40% 
SGM (Sims Metal) 70% NST (Northern Star) -38% 
VED (Veda) 67% CCP (Credit Corp) -38% 
SRX (Sirtex) 63% WOR (Worley) -37% 
REG (Regis) 62% SHV (Select Harvest) -37% 
IGO (Independence) 60% BEN (Bendigo Bank) -37% 

 

 Source: FactSet & Lodge estimates 

  

 Performance from the last update in November 2016 was: 

 (10) of the (16) lowest rated stocks out performed the ASX200. 

 (8) of the (16) premium rated stocks out performed the ASX200. 
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Recent “re-raters” 
Compared 12-month 
average PER relative 
against today 

Highlights buying & 
selling opportunities 

We compare the 12-month average PER relatives across the ASX200 against the current 
trading relative, and list the largest changes below. 
 

Such analysis highlights potential opportunities to sell stocks which have moved well above 
their historical trading ranges, and buy stocks trading well below their historical trading 
ranges depending on changes in the industry, capital structure and cycle. 
 

 Key points to note include: 

Re-raters continue to out 
perform 

 Continuing the theme of many recent quarters (9) of the (16) largest re-raters from 
last note continued to out perform the ASX200. 

 

Most “re-raters” are 
resource related 

 Consistent with current “premium raters” most of the “re-raters” in recent months 
are resource related, driven by share prices holding-up better than near-term 
commodity prices.  

De-raters centre around 
financials 

 The “de-raters” center around Financials (also prominent in discounted stocks), and 
recent market darlings (BAL, OFX, SRX and DMP). 

  

 Largest PER relative “de-ratings” in ASX200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stock 12-mth current De-rating 
Top-50    
MQG (Macquarie) -20% -32% -12% 
IPL (Incitec Pivot) -16% -26% -10% 
CBA (Commonwealth) -11% -19% -8% 
AZJ (Aurizon) 2% -5% -7% 
CCL (Coke Amatil) 10% 3% -7% 
50-200    
BAL (Bellamy’s) 86% 10% -76% 
OFX (Ozforex) 36% 5% -31% 
SGM (Sims Metal) 37% 67% 30% 
SRX (Sirtex) 96% 66% -30% 
EHE (Estia Health) 33% 5% -28% 
DMP (Domino’s) 210% 187% -23% 
NEC (Nine Entertain) -35% -52% -17% 
SUL (Super Retail) -1% -14% -13% 
SPO (Spotless) -33% -42% -9% 
BEN (Bendigo) -28% -37% -9% 
RRL (Regis) -25% -33% -8% 

 

 Source: FactSet & Lodge estimates 

  

 Largest PER “re-ratings” in the ASX-200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stock 24-mth Current Re-rating 
Top-50    
STO (Santos) 83% 205% 122% 
OSH (Oil Search) 112% 202% 90% 
S32 (South 32) 68% 115% 47% 
NCM (Newcrest) 36% 72% 36% 
BHP (BHP Billiton) 130% 160% 30% 
50-200    
IGO (Independence) 24% 60% 36% 
SGM (Sims Metal) 37% 70% 33% 
REC (Recall) 27% 60% 33% 
PRY (Primary) -11% 15% 26% 
DLS (Drill Search) -43% -22% 21% 
IRE (Iress) 36% 56% 20% 
SIP (Sigma) -4% 14% 18% 
ILU (Illuka) -3% 15% 18% 
FMG (Fortescue) -53% -69% -16% 
QUB (Qube) 38% 53% 15% 
BAP (Burson) 32% 45% 13% 

 

 Source: FactSet & Lodge estimates 
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Most upside/Downside based on analyst price targets 
  

 Using FactSet consensus 12-month price targets across the ASX200, we have compiled a 
list of stocks with the most upside & downside relative to todays share price. 

Key observations include:  

(13) of (16) stocks with 
most upside out 
performed 

 (13) of the (16) stocks with the most expected downside actually out performed the 
ASX200 over recent months, which is consistent with the lowest rated stocks out 
performing in recent months. 

 Upside stocks are a real mixed bag but generally well represented in the stocks 
trading at greatest discounts (MQG, QAN, LLC, APN, SPO and NEC). 

Property Trusts, Building 
Materials & resources 
dominate downside  

 Downside stocks are predominantly Property Trusts (BWP, CQR, and SCP), 
Building Materials (JHX, BLD) and Resource related (NCM, FMG, ILU WOR, NST 
and MND). 

That said there are only (8) stocks forecast to have a negative double digit return 
over the next 12-months (against 61 double digit positive returns), the lowest in 
sometime. 

  Almost all the upside stocks have changed since our last update in November. 

  

 12-month share price upside/downside – Average analyst expectations 

 Stock Upside Stock Downside 
Top-50      
MQG (Macquarie) 32% NCM (Newcrest) -19% 
IPL (Incitec Pivot) 30% JHX (James Hardie) -7% 
QAN (Qantas) 21% MPL (Medibank) -7% 
LLC (Lend Lease) 17% SEK (Seek) -5% 
WBC (Westpac) 17% TCL (Transurban) -3% 
50-200   50-200   
SYR (Syrah Resc) 56% WOR (Worley) -23% 
BAL (Bellamy’s) 53% FMG (Fortescue) -20% 
SHV (Select Harvest) 46% ILU (Illuka) -19% 
CVO (Cover-more) 43% BWP (BWP Trust) -17% 
APN (APN Media) 41% NST (Northern Star) -17% 
ASB (Austal) 38% SGM (Sims Metal) -11% 
SPO (Spotless) 35% CQR (Charter Hall) -10% 
NEC (Nine Entain) 34% BLD (Boral) -9% 
IPH (IPH Ltd) 34% PRY (Primary) -8% 
NWS (News Corp) 32% MND (Monodelphous) -7% 
AAC (Australian Ag) 29% NVT (Navitas) -7% 
HGG (Henderson) 27% SCP (Shopping Centres) -7% 

 

 Source: FactSet & Lodge estimates 

  

 The performance of stocks highlighted in our last update (November) was: 

 (9) of the (16) upside stocks out performed the ASX200. 

 (13) of the (16) downside stocks out performed the ASX200.  
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Anomalous price targets vs. price movements 
  

 The table below highlights stocks whose share price has recently performed well out of line 
with recent changes to average analyst price targets. Such analysis may highlight:  

  Relief rallies. 

 Market scepticism. 

 Significant uncertainty in operating environments. 

 Share price chasing. 

(7) of the (11) stocks 
whose share price moved 
higher than the price 
target increase out 
performed the ASX200 

Of the stocks identified last month as anomalies, (7) of the (11) stocks that had extreme 
share price out performance following a small price target change out performed the 
ASX200 since November. 

This has been a consistent trend over recent quarters.  

 This quarter most anomalous moves have centered around share price target reductions 
resulting in relative out performance against the ASX200. 

MSB, BPT, S32, SWM, SGM, RFG, DLS, GWA, and IGO have all seen a >25% differential 
between the price target reduction and share price performance 

  

 Anomalous share price moves against price target changes –Nov 23 – Apr 11 

 Stock Price +/- Perform Diff Comment 
Price up/Stock up     
NCM (Newcrest) 5% 57% 52%  
FMG (Fortescue) 3% 29% 26% Recent Iron Ore rally 
     
Price down/Stock up     
MSB (Mesoblast) -52% 44% 96%  
BPT (Beach Energy) -22% 17% 39% Recent oil price recovery 
S32 (South 32) -19% 19% 38% Recent commodity recovery 
SWM (Seven West Media) -9% 28% 37% Taking share from NEC 
SGM (Sims Metal) -12% 24% 36%  
RFG (Retail Food Group) -13% 22% 35%  
DLS (Drill Search) -27% 5% 32% Share price chasing? 
GWA (GWA Group) -9% 17% 26%  
IGO (Independence) -20% 5% 25%  
     
Price down/Stock down     
WOR (Worley) -50% -8% 42% Share price chasing? 
STO (Santos) -26% -2% 24% Recent oil price rise 
NEC (Nine Entertainment) -15% -34% -19% Reaction to downgrade 
ASB (Austal) -17% -42% -25%  
     
Price up/Stock down     
SRX (Sirtex) 4% -22% -26%  
NUF (Nufarm) 2% -23% -25%  
     

 

 Source: FactSet & Lodge estimates 
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Disclaimer 

In accordance with section 949A of the Corporations Act 2001, any recipient of the information contained in this document should note that 
information is general advice in respect of a financial product and not personal advice. Accordingly the recipient should note that:  (a) the advice has 
been prepared without taking into account the recipient's objectives, financial situations or needs; and (b) because of that, the recipient should, 
before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to the recipient's objectives, financial situation and needs. 

Although Lodge Partners Pty Ltd ("Lodge") consider the advice and information contained in the document is accurate and reliable, Lodge has not 
independently verified information contained in the document which is derived from publicly available sources. Lodge assumes no responsibility for 
updating any advice or recommendation contained in this document or for correcting any error or admission which may become apparent after the 
document has been issued.  Lodge does not give any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of advice or information which is 
contained in this document.  Except in so far as liability under any statute cannot be excluded, Lodge, its employees and consultants do not accept 
any liability (whether arising in contract, in tort or negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this document or for any resulting loss or 
damage (whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise) suffered by the recipient of this document or any other person.  

Lodge, its employees, consultants and its associates within the meaning of Chapter 7 of the Corporations Act 2001 may receive commissions from 
transactions involving financial products referred to in this document and may hold interests in financial products referred to in this document. 

General Securities Advice Warning   
 

This report is intended to provide general securities advice.  In preparing this advice, Lodge did not take into account the investment objectives, the 
financial situation and particular needs of any particular person.  Before making an investment decision on the basis of this advice, you need to 
consider, with or without the assistance of a securities adviser, whether the advice is appropriate in light of your particular investment needs, 
objectives and financial circumstances.  
 

Explanation of Lodge Partners recommendation system:  

Recommendations are assessments of each Lodge Partners Analyst's view of potential total returns over a 1 year period relative to the performance 
of the Small All Ordinaries Accumulation Index.  

Expected total Return is measured as (capital gain (or loss) + dividend)/purchase price  

We have divided our recommendations into three main categories:  

Buy: Expected Total Return in excess of 15% over a 1 year period relative to Small All Ordinaries Accumulation Index 

Hold: Expected Total Return between 0% and 15% over a 1 year period relative to Small All Ordinaries Accumulation Index 

Sell: Expected Total Return less than 0% over a 1 year period relative to Small All Ordinaries Accumulation Index 

 

Analyst Verification 

I verify that I, John Burgess, have prepared this research report accurately and that any financial forecasts and recommendations that are 
expressed are solely my own personal opinions. In addition, I certify that no part of my compensation is or will be directly or indirectly tied to the 
specific recommendation or financial forecasts expressed in this report. 

 

Contact Lodge Partners: 

Melbourne 
Level 6, 90 Collins St 
Melbourne Vic, 3000 
 
Phone: +61 3 9200 7000 
Fax: +61 3 9200 7077 
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